
we asked agents to rate each store out 

of ten. Woolworths scored the highest 

at 8,2, followed by Checkers, OK and 

Pick n Pay at 6,8 each, Spar at 6,5, and 

Shoprite at 5,1.

The survey looked at ten categories, 

identifying positive feedback from an equal 

spread of six high-profile retailers: Pick n 

Pay, Woolworths, Spar, Checkers, Shoprite, 

and OK Foods.

Crowdsourcing via smartphones provides 

an unbiased, real-time understanding of 

consumer shopping habits and frustrations, 

assisting retailers to focus on relevant 

operational issues and reinforce customer 

loyalty and shopper satisfaction. Feedback 

is collected through photos, videos, audio, 

timers, and barcode scanners, capturing 

consumer insights instantaneously. 

Conditions and support  
of the sales process
The in-store environment and service 

support around the positioning and sale 

of retail items has a significant influence 

on the perceptions and behaviour of the 

consumer. Factors such as ambience, 

cleanliness, hygiene, helpfulness, and speed 

of service impact the shopping experience.

Our agents visited and surveyed 72 

stores, made up of 36 random responses 

for each of the two provinces, and equally 

spread across six retailers (see map).

Category scoring was consistent across 

all retailers. In terms of in-store navigation, 

OK, Checkers, and Pick n Pay were found 

to be the easiest, while Shoprite was found 

to be more of a challenge. Our agents gave 

feedback on courtesy levels and timed their 

wait in queues.

Woolworths was perceived as the 

highest-priced retailer, and along with 

Shoprite and Spar, was also found to have 

the highest availability of shopped-for 

products. At the end of the mission, 

Presentation, service, pricing and availability
As part of an ongoing study to assess in-store presentation, service levels, general 

pricing and availability; Field Agent in January assigned a mystery shopping survey 

across the central provinces, being Free State and the Northern Cape. 
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In-store presentation

Checkers OK Pick n Pay Shoprite Spar Woolworths

n Navigation n Ambience, tidyness n Freshness of fruit and veg n Cleanliness, hygiene

Checkers OK Pick n Pay Shoprite Spar Woolworths

Customer service

n Sales floor n Cashier n Quick queues

Pricing and availability

Checkers OK Pick n Pay Shoprite Spar Woolworths

n Attractive pricing n Overall rating  
n Availability

Overall rating

Woolworths

Checkers

OK

Pick n Pay

Spar

Shoprite

For more information on targeting, surveys, and 
results, email us at: client@fieldagentsa.com


